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NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2017

This bizarre looking lure is sure to 
get a few chuckles from anglers, 
but when you start fishing with it, 
you can see this is an extremely 
well designed lure that actually fits 
the bill for what many anglers are 
looking for in a "wake bait" style 
of crankbait. For casting distance, 
anglers will find the BASS BUG 
will cast farther and straighter than 
any lure in its class. Fast or slow, the 
Bass Bug will track perfectly every 
time. Additional features like KVD 
Elite Triple Grip hook and two super 
loud rattles make the Salmo BASS 
BUG a true contender!

Hunting for predators that are feeding 
in the shallows sometimes requires 
very long casts. If this is your target 
fishing, then Salmo WAVE is the lure 
for you! This original "swimming jig" 
was designed in consultation with 
anglers that fish for sea bass, sea 
trout and asp and it it does exactly 
what it was designed for. Cast out 
a Wave and watch amazing side to 
side flash and an aggressive "flutter-
down" swimming action at slow to 
very fast rates of retrieve. You will 
be amazed! Wave goodbye to the 
competition, this exciting new lure 
concept is set to become another 
Salmo classic!

BASS BUG

For more information and available colours, see page 8. For more information and available colours, see page 50.

WAVE
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Not just any crankbait with the similar 
parameters can dives easily to 9 m, 
stay in perfect balance at all speeds 
and trigger more strikes than the 
"mega divers" on the market today. 
The Salmo FREEDIVER 12SDR 
SX exceeds all expectations with 
anglers who need to get extremely 
deep. Designed strong enough for 
saltwater species, fitted with extra 
strong split rings and Mustad KVD 
Dura Steel hooks, two tone rattles 
and combined with six attractive 
colors make this lure a true treat for 
any saltwater angler.

Perch 14SDR is well known from 
our freshwater offering for many 
years. The critical shape and balance, 
has made Perch 14SDR incredible 
strong action so deadly for large 
predators. The through wire internal 
construction and foam body (HDSF) 
make it super tough. After being 
fitted with super strong split rings 
and corrosion resistant 3X treble 
hooks, it turned out to be also perfect 
for saltwater game. Whether is tuna, 
wahoo, barracuda, giant trevally or 
kingfish the Perch 14SDR SX will 
produce!

For more information and available colours, see page 84. For more information and available colours, see page 86.

FREEDIVER SX PERCH 14 SDR SX
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GRH - Grashoopper

RVC - River Craw

Hornet

BHT - Brown Holographic Trout

SHS - Silver Holographic Shad

YHP - Yellow Holographic Perch

SXS - Sexy Shad

Rattlin' Hornet

HCD - Holographic Crawdad

HGOS - Holographic Gold Orange Shad

OBGT 

Sparky Shad

NEW COLOURS FOR 2017
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SIB - Silver Blue

HBL - Holo Bleak

HAPH - Holographic Albino Perch

HPR - Holographic Psychedelic Roach HBM - Holographic Blue Mackerel

HDO - Holographic Dorado

Rover & Spittin Rover Slider

Sweeper SX

Slider SX
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CRANKBAITS & TWITCHBAITS

Fatso Crank

Hornet 9
Hornet

Rattlin' Hornet

Executor

Whitefish

Pike

Freediver

Fanatic

Skinner
Sparky Shad

Perch

Tiny

Frisky

Minnow

Sting
Thrill

Whacky

Boxer
Bass Bug

Bullhead
Butcher

Lil' Bug
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BLB - Bluebird Bug GB - Glow Bug GBG - Green Bug

SNB - Snowball BugMBG - May Bug

BASS BUG

A “Big Brother” of the little Bug, this lure was originally designed for bass, but it turned out to be deadly on pike 
too. Just like LIL’BUG, it is a typical “wakebait” – wobbler designed to work on the surface. The lure is provoking 
fish by creating characteristic surface wake. However our consultations with the American fishing pros helped us 
to create a lure that is truly unique. A long cast system (SICS), perfect balance and a built in rattle make this lure 
in to a gem that flies like a rocket, works steadily under any retrieval speed, and calls in hungry fish from far away. 
Another attribute is the incredibly sharp treble hook Mustad KVD Triple Grip.

Lure type - crankbait
In the Salmo offer since - 2017
Available sizes - 5,5 cm
Available versions - floating
Available colours - 5
Recommended method of fishing - casting
Recommended for - bass, pike
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model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth
spinning (m)

BB floating 5,5 26 One - No.1 0,25 / 0,15 surface

Available version

F

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.

How to fish it?

The technique is simple and similar to the one used with our Salmo LIL’BUG. Cast the lure aiming between the 
surface weeds or cattails and retrieve it while keeping the rod tip high. That way you can keep the lure on the 
surface and tempt the fish with the “V” shaped wake. When you observe an undecided pike following your lure, 
lower the rod tip in order to pull the lure slightly under the surface. 
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GT - Green Tiger SGH - Silver Ghost

BOXER Lure type - crankbait
In the Salmo offer since - 2003
Available sizes - 4 and 7 cm
Available versions - shallow runner and super deep runner
Available colours - 2
Recommended method of fishing - casting, trolling
Recommended for - wels catfish, pike, bass, perch

If you like crankbaits and their strong, aggressive action then this lure for sure will become your favorite. It casts 
like a bullet, stirs up water pretty good and makes plenty of noise; therefore you can use it in any conditions.
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For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.

model version length (cm) weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning / trolling (m)

BX4SR floating 4,5 6 Two - No.8 0,20 / 0,12 0,5 / 1,5

BX4SDR floating 4,5 7 Two - No.8 0,20 / 0,12 1,5 / 4,1

BX7SR floating 7 26 Two - No.2 0,25 / 0,15 1,0 / 2,0

BX7SDR floating 7 28 Two - No.2 0,25 /0,15 2,5 / 5,2

How to fish it?

Just like in the case of all crankbaits, the most effective method for Boxer is a steady retrieve. BOXER is a floating 
lure, so after a few quick cranks to bring it down under the surface, we slow down the retrieve in order to keep it in 
the strike zone. When fishing the shallows, it is good to let the BOXER float up on the surface and leave it there for 
a moment or two. Both versions of the lure – SR and SDR are good for trolling and can be worked even under high 
speeds. When fishing deeper we use additional weight 20 – 100 g, and we place it about 1 m in front of the lure.

Available versions

SDR

SR
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Bullhead F, S

BD - Bullhead HBD - Hot Bullhead

Bullhead SDR

CYP - Clown Yellow Perch GT - Green Tiger HP - Hot PerchHFT - Holographic Fire Tiger

BULLHEAD Lure type - crankbait
In the Salmo offer since - 1991
Available sizes - 4, 6 cm (F, S, SDR) and 8 cm (SDR only)
Available versions - floating, sinking and super deep runner
Available colours - 6 
Recommended method of fishing - casting, trolling
Recommended for - trout, zander, walleye, pike, perch

Fishermen from all over the world cannot be wrong. Salmo BULLHEAD is the best sculpin imitation available on 
the market. But the looks themselves are not enough to explain almost unbelievable effectiveness of this lure. The 
secret of the BULLHEAD family is the perfect composition of form and content – shape, color and unbelievable 
action in the water. Although designed for stream brown trout, it turned out to be effective in large rivers and lakes 
too.
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model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning / trolling (m)

BD4F floating 4,5 3 Two - No.8 0,18 / 0,10 0,5 / 1,0

BD4S sinking 4,5 5 Two - No.8 0,18 / 0,10 1,0 / 2,0

BD6F floating 6 6 Two - No.6 0,20 / 0,12 1,0 / 1,5

BD6S sinking 6 8 Two - No.6 0,20 / 0,12 1,5 / 2,5

BD4SDR floating 4,5 3,5 Two - No.8 0,18 / 0,10 1,5 / 2,6

BD6SDR floating 6 7 Two - No.6 0,20 / 0,12 2,5 / 4,1

BD8SDR floating 8 17 Two - No.4 0,25 /0,15 3,5 / 5,9

How to fish it? 

When you want to use BULLHEAD in the rivers with strong current you can retrieve it both with and against 
the current. Cast it slightly upstream and then retrieve it with a slight arc back under your feet. The SDR model is 
indispensable in the most technically difficult spots due to its almost unbelievable ability to bounce off the snags. 
In large rives we usually retrieve it against the current, cranking it back slowly with plenty of stops along the way, 
mixed with light twitching. When trolling we should pull it about 30 m behind the boat under low speed. In that 
case also the SDR model would be the most effective. 

F, S

SDR

Available versions

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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BE - Beetle GT - Green TigerBR - Butcher GS - Grey Silver

RD - Real DaceHBR - Hot Butcher RH - Red HeadPH - Perch

BUTCHER Lure type - crankbait
In the Salmo offer since - 1991
Available size - 5 cm
Available versions - floating, sinking and super deep runner
Available colours - 8
Recommended method of fishing - casting, trolling
Recommended for - pike, perch, trout, zander, walleye, bass

It is one of the oldest models in the Salmo offer. Originally designed for brown trout, it proved itself in many habitats 
all over the world and against many different species. A frugal and wobbly action of the BUTCHER proved to be 
too much to handle for many trophies all over the world!
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model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning / trolling (m)

BR5F floating 5 5 Two - No.8 0,20 / 0,12 0,8 / 1,5

BR5S sinking 5 7 Two - No.8 0,20 / 0,12 1,0 / 2,0

BR5SDR floating 5 6 Two - No.8 0,23 / 0,15 2,5 / 4,0

How to fish it?

The floating version should be retrieved slow and steady against the current. Very effective method is stopping the 
lure in a „fishy spot” and letting it wobble under the current without any retrieve. The sinking version can be fished 
with the current too. We should retrieve it slowly with short, gentle pulls about half way to the bottom. We use it 
in similar fashion in lakes and ponds, first letting it sink to the desired depth. The SDR version can be fished both 
with and against the current. In lakes we fish it by sinking the lure down with one quick jerk, and then retrieving 
it back quickly and erratically.

F, S

SDR

Available versions

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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SFF - Silver Flashy Fish  T - TroutRR - Real RoachRPH - Real Perch

RHP - Real Hot PerchRH - Red HeadRD - Real Dace HSH - Holo Shiner

EF - Emerald Fish GFP - Gold Fluo Perch GT - Green TigerD - Dace

EXECUTOR Lure type – crankbait
In the Salmo offer since – 2004
Available sizes – 5, 7, 9 and 12 cm
Available versions – shallow runner and super deep runner
Available colours – 12
Recommended method of fishing – casting, trolling
Recommended for – pike, zander, trout, walleye, seatrout, asp, 
bass, danube salmon

This one is a treat for all the traditionalists out there. Proven shape and flawless tail-side action are two traits that 
should convince anyone to try at least one sample from the EXECUTOR family.
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model version length
(cm) weight (g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning / trolling (m)

EX5SR floating 5 5 Two - No.7 0,20 / 0,12 0,6 / 1,2

EX5SDR floating 5 6 Two - No.7 0,20 / 0,12 1,2 / 2,7

EX7SR floating 7 8 Two - No.5 0,23 / 0,15 1,0 / 2,0

EX7SDR floating 7 9 Two - No.5 0,23 / 0,15 1,5 / 3,9

EX9SR floating 9 14,5 Two - No.4 0,25 / 0,15 1,5 / 3,0

EX12SR floating 12 33 Two - No.1/0 0,30 / 0,20 2,5 / 5,0

How to fish it ?

In stagnant waters retrieve the lure with changing speed and pauses, letting it float close to the surface. Shallow 
Runner version is perfect for trolling both with and without the added weight placed 0,8 – 1,2 m before the lure on 
the separate leader. In large river a slow retrieve across or against the current proved to be a very effective method. 
In small streams you will have the best results when fishing with the current. For that kind of tactic EXECUTOR 
5SDR will be your best bet.

Available versions

SR

SDR

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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HBL - Holo Bleak RBL - Real Bleak RG - Real Gobio T - Trout

FANATIC Lure type - crankbait
In the Salmo offer since - 2004
Available size - 7 cm
Available version - floating
Available colours - 4
Recommended method of fishing - casting, trolling with 
additional weight
Recommended for - trout, pike, perch, chub, asp

This is another offering for all the fans of ultra-light fishing out there. Delicate and snake-like action of this double 
jointed lure is virtually impossible to duplicate with similar lures of different brands. Because of this trait, even the 
fishing pros see FANATIC as a true gem among the lures. 
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model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning / trolling (m)

IF7F floating 7 5 Two - No.8 0,18 / 0,08 0,5 / 1,0

How to fish it?

For spin fishing, we recommend delicate and sensitive rod. Keep in mind that because of its unique action FANATIC 
is able to tempt even the cleverest and experienced fish. When you deal with such sly trophy predators, bites 
are often very delicate and therefore hard to notice. With this lure we fish usually in shallow (0.5 – 2 m) places. 
Retrieve FANATIC very slowly with short (ok. 0.5 m) pulls. In rivers pull it slowly across or against the current. 
You can troll it both with and without the additional weight which should be placed on the separate leader and at 
least 0.8 m from the lure. In that case you should also use stronger rod. A perfect addition to that setup would be 
a thin braid line about 0.08 mm. Then fish usually will hook themselves.

Available version

F

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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HOR - Holographic RoachHOP - Holographic Perch RD - Real Dace RPH - Real Perch

FATSO CRANK Lure type - crankbait
In the Salmo offer since - 2005
Available sizes - 10 cm
Available version - floating
Available colours - 4
Recommended method of fishing - casting, trolling
Recommended for - pike, wels catfish, bass, muskie

Is it even possible to improve the action of FATSO? Of course not, because FATSO is a one of the kind lure. 
However our SALMO designers decided to fit our good old FATSO with a bill. That is how FATSO CRANK was 
created – a totally new lure with a unique action – a surface super - crankbait with an incredibly strong side/tail 
action – a perfect offering for shallow and weedy spots. 
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model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning / trolling (m)

F10C floating 10 38 Two - No.1 0,30 / 0,20 0,8 / 1,5

How to fish it?

FATSO CRANK is perfect for both casting and trolling. But you have to keep in mind that this is a sub-surface 
lure, a typical „wake-bait”. A bill that is placed almost perpendicularly to the lure’s axis enables it to be retrieved 
on the surface when one so desires. Therefore Salmo FATSO CRANK is most effective in places that are about 
1 – 2 m deep. A fat body and buoyancy cause this lure to make a strong wake during a retrieve that can be seen 
from far away. Fishing the FATSO CRANK is fairly simple. After a cast keep your rod tip high and retrieve it 
back slowly and steadily while observing the area around the lure. The strikes on this lure are aggressive and 
spectacular. It can also be trolled when the water we fish is about 1 – 3m deep. When trolling deeper we should 
use the additional weight placed about 1 – 1,5 m in front of the lure. The size of the weight should depend on 
the depth that we want to reach with our lure.

F

Available version

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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SCS - Silver Chartreuse Shad UVO - Ultraviolet OrangeSIB - Silver BlueRTS - Red Tail Shiner

HP - Hot PerchGT - Green TigerCB - Chartreuse Blue MOS - Motoroil ShadGTU - Green Tiger UV

FREEDIVER Lure type - crankbait
In the Salmo offer since - 2016
Available sizes - 12 cm
Available versions - super deep runner
Available colours - 9
Recommended method of fishing - trolling, casting
Recommended for - zander, walleye, pike, perch, wels catfish

How to fish it?
Have you ever thought about extremely deep fishing? Ok, take a deep breath and relax; now it will be easier than 
ever before! Salmo FREDIVER 12 Super Deep Runner (SDR) is equally effective during casting and trolling. The 
best way to explore its unique qualities is just to try it out. When pulled on a 0.16 braid, 35m behind the boat with 
a speed of 3.2 km/h, our FREEDIVER 12 will easily go down up to 9 m deep. Increasing the distance between 
the lure and the boat will cause it to go down even deeper. When pulled 60 m behind a boat, FREEDIVER can go 
down up to 12 meters. Such depth is simply unattainable for other lures on the market with similar parameters. 
As mentioned before, FREEDIVER is also fitted with a long - cast system that makes it possible to throw it far 
distances during traditional spin fishing.
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model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning / trolling (m)

FD12 floating 12 24 Three - No.4 0,25 / 0,16 5 / 9

FREEDIVER is a floating, deep diving crankbait with some unique qualities. This is a modern lure designed 
for extreme trolling that can reach depths that are unattainable for other crankbaits. Additional attributes 
of FREEDIVER are – a built in rattle with two voice chambers that generate noise of different frequencies, 
long - cast system and excellent set of treble hooks Mustad KVD Triple Grip. The use of the highest quality 
components and hi-tech production methods is the main reason the quality of this lure far exceeds anything 
available on the market. Designed strong enough with a tear strength of 30 kgs. Our lab tests proved that our 
competitors’ lures can only dream of having such qualities. The effectiveness of FREEDIVER was tested on 
many locations in Europe and United States. However no matter the lake or river, our new child from Salmo 
family proved its mettle by catching predators every time it was tested. The main purpose for this lure was to 
catch zander from large depths. Our tests proved that fish of many species appreciated the work of our Salmo 
designers. FREEDIVER is already responsible for many trophies including over two meter long wels catfish!

Available version

SDR

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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RD - Real DaceGT - Green Tiger SBO - Silver Blue OrangeRHP - Real Perch

FRISKY Lure type - crankbait
In the Salmo offer since - 2006
Available sizes - 5 and 7 cm
Available versions - shallow runner and deep runner
Available colours - 4
Recommended method of fishing - casting, trolling
Recommended for - pike, perch, zander, walleye, trout, seatrout

An amazing lure - the result of a long experimentation of our Salmo designers over the two pieces jointed lures. 
The purpose - to create a perfect lure with ideal combination of hydro and aerodynamic properties was reached 
in 100%! FRISKY has a perfect action under any type of retrieve and absolutely no issues when casting - which is 
so often typical for jointed crankbaits.
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model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning / trolling (m)

FR5SR floating 5 5 Two - No.8 0,18 / 0,10 1,0 / 1,5

FR5DR floating 5 5,5 Two - No.8 0,18 / 0,10 1,5 / 2,1

FR7SR floating 7 8 Two - No.6 0,23 / 0,15 1,0 / 1,5

FR7DR floating 7 9 Two - No.6 0,23 / 0,15 2,0 / 3,5

How to fish it?

FRISKY is a floater but its buoyancy is fairly small. Because of that it is perfect for fishing both with and against 
the current. Very effective trick is pulling it across the current and every once in a while stopping the retrieve. The 
technique looks like this: crank the reel 2-3 times, stop, then a do a fast twitch with the rod tip and eliminate the 
slack line with another 2-3 cranks of the reel. In stale waters we fish like with any other floating crankbait - with 
frequent stops, accelerations and slight twitches of the rod tip. Both versions of FRISKY are perfect for both fast 
and slow trolling. When trolling deep we should use the DR version with an additional weight.

Available versions

SR

DR

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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DB - Dace Blue GFP - Gold Fluo PerchGBH - Green Back Herring GS - Grey Silver GT - Green Tiger HBS - Holographic Blue Sky HGS - Holo Grey Shiner

RD - Real DaceHP - Hot Perch OC - Orange CrushHOR - Holographic Roach RIP - Real Identity Perch RTS - Red Tail Shiner SBH -Silver Blue Herring

SWS - Silver White Shad T - Trout UVO - Ultraviolet OrangeUVGS - UV Gold Shiner 

D - DaceBT - Black Tiger CB - Chartreuse BlueBE - Beetle BSS - Black Silver ShadRVC - River Craw GRH - Grasshopper 

HORNET Lure type – crankbait
In the Salmo offer since – 1995
Available sizes – 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 cm
Available versions – floating, sinking and super deep runner
Available colours –25
Recommended method of fishing – casting, trolling
Recommended for – trout, bass, walleye, perch, seatrout, pike, 
ide, chub, asp

From the moment it was introduced to our Salmo family long time ago it became the absolute bestseller. The perfect combination of 
construction and balance create an incredible action that fish find it irresistible. If you look for a lure that can catch anything that swims 
in the water then HORNET is your best choice! Small, quick and wickedly effective – those are the opinions of anglers from over a dozen 
countries all over the world. In June of 2013 Hornet 4F was named by In Fisherman magazine - largest and most influential fishing periodical 
in the world, as the best walleye (american zander) crankbait of all time! In order to earn such opinion it must be truly well deserved!
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How to fish it ?

HORNET is a typical crankbait with strong and aggressive action. It does not require the intrinsic knowledge of secret 
spin fishing techniques. It simply works from the moment it touches the water, both in the hands of a beginner 
and an experienced angler alike. In rivers it is perfect for fishing with the current. The speed of the retrieve should 
be slightly faster than the speed of the current. However, it is also effective when being pulled against the current, 
especially when you “park” it and let it wobble in fishy spots. HORNET is equally effective when fishing in stale 
waters, both when spinning and trolling. However in order to fully utilize the potential of this lure it is crucial 
keep in mind the parameters of your fishing tackle. We strongly recommend light rods, small swivels snaps and 
thin lines.

model version length 
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning / trolling (m)

H2S sinking 2,5 1,5 One - No.10 0,14 / 0,08 0,5 / 1,0

H3F floating 3,5 2,2 One - No.10 0,16 / 0,08 1,0 / 2,6

H3S sinking 3,5 2,6 One - No.10 0,16 / 0,08 1,5 / 2,0

H4F floating 4 3 Two - No.8 0,18 / 0,10 1,5 / 3,1

H4S sinking 4 4 Two - No.8 0,18 / 0,10 2,0 / 2,5

H5F floating 5 7 Two - No.6 0,20 / 0,12 2,0 / 4,6

H5S sinking 5 8 Two - No.6 0,20 / 0,12 3,0 / 4,0

H6F floating 6 10 Two - No.4 0,25 / 0,15 2,0 / 5,6

H6S sinking 6 14 Two - No.4 0,25 / 0,15 3,0 / 4,0

H4SDR floating 4 3,8 Two - No.8 0,20 / 0,12 2,5 / 3,6

H5SDR floating 5 7 Two - No.6 0,23 / 0,15 3,5 / 6,0

F, S SDR

Available versions

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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SHS - Silver Holographic ShadBHT - Brown Holographic Trout YHP - Yellow Holographic Perch SXS - Sexy Shad

RTS - Red Tail Shiner UVO - Ultraviolet OrangeHP - Hot PerchHBS - Holographic Blue SkyHBL - Holo Bleak 

CB - Chartreuse Blue GT - Green TigerGFP - Gold Fluo Perch GS - Grey SIlver 

RATTLIN'
HORNET

Lure type – crankbait
In the Salmo offer since – 2014
Available sizes – 4,5 and 6,5 cm
Available versions – floating
Available colours – 13
Recommended method of fishing – casting, trolling
Recommended for –  walleye, bass, trout, pike, perch, zander, 

wels catfish
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How to fish it ?

Salmo RATTLIN’HORNET can be used in many ways and is effective in almost any situation. It is a very universal 
lure that can be used on any predatory fish. It is excellent for fishing both with and against the current. When fishing 
lakes and rivers it can be both casted and trolled. We fish it like any other floating crankbait - irregular retrieve with 
frequent pauses and light twitches. During trolling RATTLIN’ HORNET works perfect both with and without the 
additional weight.

model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning / trolling (m)

H4.5 floating 4,5 6 Two - No.8 0,22 / 0,12 1,8 / 3,4

H6.5 floating 6,5 20 Two - No.2 0,25 / 0,16 2,5 / 5,0

In many places all over the world Salmo HORNET is thought as the best lure of all time. But for us it was 
not enough, so in cooperation with the best American anglers, we created new and better version of this 
lure. It is a floating RATTLIN’ HORNET. You can expect the same effectiveness and a strong action easily 
felt on your rod tip. RATTLIN’ HORNET however has qualities that other Hornets do not possess. A built 
in rattle, long cast SICS system and Mustad KVD Triple Grip hooks are attributes that make this crankbait 
a universal, multipurpose weapon that can be used to catch all predatory fish.

F

Available version

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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GT - Green TigerD - DaceCB - Chartreuse Blue EP - Emerald Perch HGS - Holo Grey Shiner

YLG - Yellow Luminescent GreyHP - Hot Perch RR - Real Roach UVO - Ultraviolet Orange

HORNET 9 Lure type – crankbait
In the Salmo offer since – 2011
Available size – 9 cm
Available version – floating 
Available colours – 9
Recommended method of fishing – casting, trolling
Recommended for –  wels catfish, pike, barramundi, 

snakehead, murray cod

Created in cooperation with the best wels catfish hunters from Hungary and introduced to our offer in 2011, 
HORNET 9 quickly proved to be a worthy addition to the Salmo family! When looking at other large crankbaits 
offered by our competition, there are not too many that can match ours in quality. Like it should be for a lure 
designed for monsters, HORNET 9 can take on even the largest of the wels catfish. Its additional attributes are 
extra strong split rings and special treble hooks VMC Spark Point 3X strong.
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For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.

model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning / trolling (m)

H9 floating 9 36 Two - No.1 0,35/0,23 3,5 / 5

How to fish it?

The action of HORNET 9 is similar to its smaller siblings, which means it is very strong and can be easily felt 
on the rod tip. This lure is perfect both for casting and for trolling. When fishing rivers, the best way is to cast it 
slightly upstream. Then with a few quick cranks of the reel bring the HORNET down 1,5 – 2 m and begin a steady 
retrieve. When fishing the stagnant waters, it is very effective stop the retrieve once in a while. Trolling is also very 
effective, both with and without the additional weight. The strong vibrations on the rod tip make it very easy to 
observe and control this crankbait even if it is being trolled 50m behind the boat.

Available version

F
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DBE - Dunk Beetle GBG - Green BugBBG - Bloody Bug LB - Ladybird 

MBG - May Bug PBG - Pearl Bug WSP - Wasp

Lil'Bug Lure type - crankbait
In the Salmo offer since - 2014
Available sizes - 2 and 3 cm
Available versions - floating
Available colours - 7
Recommended method of fishing - casting
Recommended for - chub, ide, asp, trout, perch

Salmo LIL’BUG is a perfect example of tradition and modern technology, all combined in one little lure. This 
surface crankbait is our answer for ever more popular ultralight fishing. This is the first time ever that such 
a small lure was fitted with a long-cast design - Salmo Infinity Cast System (SICS). Our field tests confirmed 
not only incredible castability, but also incredible effectiveness of the Little Bug.

How to fish it?

There are few basic techniques of fishing with the Salmo LiL’BUG. First one is walking down with the current 
and retrieving the lure by sliding it across the surface. Retrieve LiL’BUG very slowly, with a steady speed and keep 
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For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.

model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks* recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth
spinning (m)

BG2 floating 2 2,8 One - No.8 0,16 / 0,08 surface

BG3 floating 3 4,3 One - No.10 0,18 / 0,10 surface

Available version

F

*Salmo Lil'Bug wobblers are armed with ultra sharp Salmo Premium Black Nickel hooks designed in Japan

the rod tip high. Try to keep the lure close to the surface so that it will leave the "V" shape wave. If the current 
is strong enough to wobble the lure without the retrieve, it is good to hold the lure steady especially in “fishy” 
spots. But keep in mind that lure should not loose its action and be constantly wobbling with a “V” shaped wake 
on the surface. When fish are feeding they can prowl the shallows that are even less than 0,5 m. Large chubs, ide, 
and even asps can hunt in such shallows only if there is a deeper run nearby. Another interesting technique is a 
dead drift during which your only task is to reel in the slack line so that the lure will drift straight to the waiting 
fish. It is almost exactly like fly fishing on a dry fly. Just the sight of insect or small fish floating motionless of the 
surface is often enough to provoke the strike. However if such a steady drift does not bring a desired result, throw 
the lure right where the fish are. You need to concentrate and close the reel bail right away because oftentimes the 
strike will come right when the lure will touch the water surface. The most important thing in all the techniques 
mentioned above is to keep the line out of the water as much as possible so that it won’t spook the fish. The strikes 
are usually strong and spectacular, but like with the other surface lures you should set the hook only after feeling 
the weight of the fish.
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Available colours of SDR version only: 

CMD - Clown Metallic Dace

CYP - Clown Yellow Perch

HP - Hot Perch

PH - Perch

RR - Real Roach

D - Dace

GS - Grey Silver GT - Green Tiger

T - Trout

DB - Dace Blue

RBD - Rainbow Dace

HRM - Holo Real Minnow

D - Real Dace

M - Minnow

GM - Golden Minnow

HBL - Holo Bleak

WOD - Wounded Dace

MINNOW Lure type - crankbait / twitchbait
In the Salmo offer since - 1991
Available sizes - 5, 6, 7 and 9 cm
Available versions - floating, sinking and super deep runner
Available colours - 17
Recommended method of fishing - casting, trolling
Recommended for - trout, pike, perch, zander, seatrout, asp, bass

Despite the fact that this is one of the oldest lures in the Salmo family, a lot of anglers all over the world are 
still mesmerized by this classic twitchbait. It is characterized by fairly narrow and high frequency action. It is 
a universal lure for catching all predatory fish in all kinds of habitats. 
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model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning / trolling (m)

M5F floating 5 3 Two - No. 8 0,18 / 0,10 0,5 / 1,0

M5S sinking 5 5 Two - No.8 0,18 / 0,10 0,8 / 1,5

M6F floating 6 4 Two - No.7 0,18 / 0,10 0,5 / 1,0

M6S sinking 6 6 Two - No.7 0,18 / 0,10 1,0 / 1,5

M7F floating 7 6 Two - No.5 0,20 / 0,12 1,0 / 1,5

M7S sinking 7 8 Two - No.5 0,20 / 0,12 1,5 / 2,0

M9F floating 9 10 Two - No.4 0,22 / 0,15 0,8 / 1,2

M9S sinking 9 12 Two - No.4 0,22 / 0,15 1,5 / 2,5

M7SDR floating 7 7 Two - No.5 0,22 / 0,15 2,5 / 4,0

Available versions

F, S

SDR
How to fish it?

Really there is no wrong way to fish the MINNOW. In the rivers you can fish it with, across and against the 
current. In any case the best option is an irregular retrieve mixed with pauses and twitches. MINNOW 7SDR 
is an excellent trolling lure that works flawlessly both at low and high speed.

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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Available colours of F, SR, DR, SDR:Available colours of SDR version only:

LRH - Luminescent Red Head

GT - Green Tiger RR - Real RoachGS - Grey Silver

HP - Hot Perch PH - PerchHOP - Holographic Perch HGS - Holo Grey Shiner

SIB - Silver Blue

PERCH Lure type - crankbait / twitchbait
In the Salmo offer since - 1992
Available sizes - 8, 12 and 14 cm
Available versions - floating, shallow runner, deep runner and 
super deep runner
Available colours - 9
Recommended method of fishing - casting, trolling
Recommended for - pike, muskie, perch, zander, walleye, bass, 
nile perch

It is a typical crankbait with strong, aggressive action. It is another Salmo classic that lived to see its many 
imitations made by our competitors. This fact itself is a best proof of this lure’s unbelievable effectiveness. Most 
anglers agree that this is still the best perch imitation - a fish common in all European waters.
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model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning / trolling (m)

PH8F floating 8 12 Two - No.4 0,23 / 0,15 0,5 / 2,0

PH8DR floating 8 14 Two - No.4 0,23 / 0,15 1,5 / 4,6

PH12SR floating 12 36 Two - No.1/0 0,28 / 0,18 0,5 / 1,5

PH12F floating 12 36 Two - No.1/0 0,28 / 0,18 2,0 / 4,0

PH14SR floating 14 50 Two - No.2/0 0,30 / 0,20 0,5 / 1,5

PH14F floating 14 50 Two - No.2/0 0,30 / 0,20 3,0 / 6,0

PH8SDR floating 8 14 Two - No.4 0,23 / 0,15 3,0 / 6,7

PH12SDR floating 12 40 Two - No.1/0 0,30 / 0,20 4,0 / 9,0

PH14SDR floating 14 58 Two - No.2/0 0,33 / 0,23 5,0 / 12,0

Available versions

SDRDRFSR

How to fish it?

Many world renown pike fishermen say that this is lure is your best bet if you want to troll for those toothy 
beasts. It is also excellent when used during traditional casting. Like with any other crankbait we employ a steady 
retrieve mixed with some pauses and twitches. Each of our six models from the PERCH family is characterized 
by a slightly different action and different diving depth. That way you can choose a lure for any occasion. Salmo 
PERCH is sold in three different sizes and in Floating, Shallow Runner, Deep Runner and Super Deep Runner 
versions.

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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HPE - Hot Pike PE - Pike RPE - Real Pike

PIKE Lure type - crankbait/twitchbait
In the Salmo offer since - 1992
Available sizes - 9, 11, 13, 16 cm
Available versions - floating, jointed, deep runner and super deep runner
Available colours - 3
Recommended method of fishing - casting, trolling
Recommended for - pike, muskie, zander

It is a common knowledge that pike are vicious cannibals and for many years lure manufacturers and fishermen 
alike exploited this fact without mercy. Our Salmo PIKE crankbait is unmatched by any other lure, both in terms 
of a perfect pike color pattern and a specific action that proved to be too much to handle for many toothy trophies 
that fell victim to its charm.
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How to fish it?

All our PIKE models are perfect for fishing shallow areas anywhere from 0.5m (PIKE 9F, PIKE 11F) 
up to 3 – 5 m (PIKE 9SDR, PIKE 16F). Just like with most other crankbaits, you will have the best results when 
employing irregular retrieve with frequent pauses. In large rivers pull this lure slowly against the current and keep 
in mind to “park” it in spots that are most likely to hold hungry fish. PIKE is also perfect for trolling - both with 
and without the additional weight.

model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning / trolling (m)

PE9F floating 9 9 Two - No.5 0,20 / 0,12 0,5 / 1,0

PE9SDR floating 9 10 Two - No.5 0,20 / 0,12 2,0 / 3,0

PE11F floating 11 15 Two - No.4 0,23 / 0,15 0,5 / 1,0

PE11DR floating 11 16 Two - No.4 0,23 / 0,15 1,5 / 2,5

PE11JF floating 11 13 Two - No.4 0,23 / 0,15 0,5 / 1,0

PE11JDR floating 11 14 Two - No.4 0,23 / 0,15 1,5 / 2,5

PE13JF floating 13 21 Two - No.2 0,25 / 0,18 1,2 / 2,0

PE13JDR floating 13 24 Two - No.2 0,25 / 0,18 2,0 / 3,0

PE16F floating 16 52 Two - No.2/0 0,30 / 0,20 2,0 / 5,0

Available versions

JDRJF

F DR SDR

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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RGS - Real Grey Shiner RR - Real Roach

HP - Hot PerchGT - Green Tiger HGS - Holo Grey Shiner

SKINNER Lure type - twitchbait 
In the Salmo offer since - 2004
Available sizes - 10, 12, 15, and 20 cm
Available version - floating
Available colours - 5
Recommended method of fishing - casting (twitching)
Recommended for - pike, muskie, zander, perch, bass, nile perch

Without a doubt this is one of the best twitchbaits in the world. Original shape and unbelievably aggressive action 
are two traits that will make any trophy hunter drool over this lure. Just after a few casts you will be amazed by 
what SKINNER can do. It does not dive too deep but large predators do not seem to mind- they come right up 
from the few meters down just to crush it!
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model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning / trolling (m)

SK10F floating 10 15 Two - No.4 0,20 / 0,12 0,5 / 1,5

SK12F floating 12 19 Two - No.2 0,25 / 0,18 0,5 / 1,5

SK15F floating 15 52 Two - No.1/0 0,33 / 0,20 1,0 / 2,0

SK20F floating 20 92 Two - No.4/0 0,40 / 0,25 1,0 / 2,0

Available version

F

How to fish it?

There are not too many wobblers that can be used as a surface lure, jerkbait and twitchbait. Because of that ability 
SKINNER is a truly unique lure. When casting we recommend mixing up several different techniques. This lure 
works aggressively even during the slowest retrieve. However it is during the “twitching” technique when it will 
show its true power. All that you have to do is to reel it back with a steady speed and short jerks. Longer and deeper 
radek.daniluk1976predator lurking nearby. During trolling the most effective will be pulling and jerking the lure 
from time to time.

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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YHP - Yellow Holographic PerchSHS - Silver Holographic ShadBHT - Brown Holographic Trout GT - Green Tiger

HCD - Holographic Crawdad HGOS - Holographic Gold Orange Shad OBGT BHS - Blue Holographic Shad

SPARKY SHAD Lure type - crankbait/twitchbait 
In the Salmo offer since - 2016
Available sizes - 4 cm
Available version - sinking
Available colours - 8
Recommended method of fishing - spining, casting
Recommended for - perch, trout, zander, chub, ide

SPARKY SHAD is a typical crankbait but with atypical side profile (Delta Δ). Because of such design and a special 
weight distribution this lure has truly unique action unmatched in any other mass produced wobbler. During slow 
retrieve speed, SPARKY SHAD’S action is a combination of side wiggle and wide tail swings. On the other hand 
with higher speed the range of those swings decreases exponentially but the frequency increases up to a point that 
is unmatched by any other lure of similar kind.
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Available version

S

model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning/trolling (m)

SS4 sinking 4 3 Two - No.12 0,18 / 0,10 1,0/1,5

How to fish it?

SPARKY SHAD is a very universal lure that can be used on any predatory fish. You can use it both lakes and rivers. 
Fish it like with any other crankbait- with a steady retrieve. But the most effective method is an irregular retrieve 
mixed in with some short jerks and twitches. Because of the special construction of the long-cast system (SICS), 
the internal weight of the lure shifts to the rear during stronger jerks and at the same time changes center of gravity 
of the lure, this in turn causes it to work with wider swings. When the lure stops, the internal weight moves back 
to its place and stabilizes the crankbait’s action. With some practice, any angler can breathe an unique action into 
this crankbait that will be virtually irresistible even for the most sluggish fish. Keep in mind to always keep the 
tight line because SPARKY SHAD can be crushed at any moment!

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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HP - Hot Perch SMB - Silver Metallic BleakRBL - Real Bleak

GS - Grey Silver GT - Green TigerBMB - Black Metallic Bleak HBL - Holo Bleak

STING Lure type - twitchbait
In the Salmo offer since - 2001
Available sizes - 6 cm
Available versions - floating and suspending
Available colours - 7
Recommended method of fishing - casting, trolling
Recommended for - zander, walleye, pike, asp, seatrout, salmon, 
trout, sea bass, bass

STING is a classic twitchbait with a delicate and fine action. Available in 6 cm size and floating (F) and suspending 
(SP) versions. Its slender body imitates many of the species of prey fish that predators in both lakes and rivers 
survive. Colours are either very imitative, or classic fantasy. This makes choosing the right one for your fishing 
situation easy. Built in rattle adds to the lure’s attraction. 
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model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning / trolling (m)

S6F floating 6 3,5 Two - No.8 0,18 / 0,10 0,8 / 1,5

S6SP suspending 6 4 Two - No.8 0,18 / 0,10 1,0 / 2,0

Available versions

F, SP

How to fish it?

When fishing the rivers, just cast it across the current and then slowly retrieve it back to the river bank. Floating 
version is perfect for letting it float down river with the current. When fishing for the species that are quick 
and mobile (asp, sea trout), keep the rod tip high and ramp up the speed of your retrieve. The neutral version 
(suspending) does not sink or float back to the surface but stays at a certain depth. It is perfect for provoking 
strikes even from the most sluggish and undecided predators. Retrieve this lure with long (0.5 – 1 m) and fairly 
decisive pulls (twitching). Then reel back the slack line and repeat. Keep in mind to observe the line during 
those pauses because that is when a lot of the strikes happen. During trolling STING works perfectly both on 
its own and with the additional weight placed about 1 m before the lure.

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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BMB - Black Metallic Bleak BMG - Blue Metallic Ghost GF - Gunmetal FishBF - Blue Fingerlig EF - Emerald Fish

SGH - Silver GhostOB - Olive Bleak RBL - Real BleakHBL - Holo Bleak SFF - Silver Flashy Fish

THRILL Lure type - thrill minnows
In the Salmo offer since - 2007
Available sizes - 4, 5, 7 and 9 cm
Available version - sinking
Available colours - 10
Recommended method of fishing - casting / fast retrieve under 
surface
Recommended for - asp, seatrout, seabass, perch

It is a very unique crankbait designed specifically for hunting asp. THRILL is an almost ideal imitation 
of a common bleak – asp’s favorite and most preferred prey. Both the shape and high frequency, flashy action of 
this lure make it hard to tell the difference from the live fish. Large mass and unique aerodynamics now place 
previously unreachable fish within your casting range. There is no doubt that THRILL will start a new era among 
the asp lures. New for 2017 is a smallest size Thrill lure, measuring 4 cm long and weigthing 4 gr.
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Available version

S

How to fish it?

THRILL is a lure for mission impossible. Even though it is made only in sinking version and is pretty heavy for 
its size, it is designed to be retrieved just below the surface. After making a long cast, begin cranking on the reel 
and keep the rod tip high. It must be retrieved at a really high speed, so make sure to use the reel with a high 
rotation ratio. Also make sure to mix in twitches and jerks without while cranking on the reel at the same time. 
When fishing in deeper spots, we use the technique similar to slow jigging. THRILL is also excellent for perch. 
After letting it drop down to the bottom, fish it the same way like you would with a soft plastic lure.

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.

model version length
(cm)

weight
(g)

hooks recommended
mono / braided line (mm)

running depth
spinning (m)

TH4 sinking 4 4 Two - No.10 0,18 / 0,08 variable

TH5 sinking 5 6.5 Two - No.8 0,18 / 0,10 variable

TH7 sinking 7 13 Two - No.5 0,20 / 0,10 variable

TH9 sinking 9 25 Two - No.4 0,22 / 0,12 variable
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SBT - Silver Blue Tiger SI - Silver YT - Yellow TigerOYT - Orange Yellow Tiger

BC - Black Cockchafer CC - Cockchafer GGT - Green Gold TigerEB - Electric BugBT - Black Tiger

HGS - Holographic Gray Shiner LB - LadybirdHC - Hot CockchaferGRH - Grasshopper HBS - Holographic Blue Sky

TINY Lure type - crankbait
In the Salmo offer since - 2004
Available size - 3 cm
Available versions - floating and sinking
Available colours - 14
Recommended method of fishing - casting
Recommended for - chub, trout, ide, perch
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model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth
spinning (m)

IT3F floating 3 2 Two - No.12 0,14 / 0,08 0,3

IT3S sinking 3 2,5 Two - No.12 0,14 / 0,08 0,3

Available versions

F, S

This is a lure for special tasks. It can be lethal in warm weather during the massive insect hatches. Aggressive 
action and perfect aerodynamics make this lure a one of its kind. Every fan of ultra-light fishing should have at 
least one TINY in his arsenal!

How to fish it?

TINY works flawlessly being retrieved both with and against the current. With floating and sinking versions, you 
can easily explore all interesting spots in creeks and rivers. A classic method when fishing the larger rivers is a very 
slow retrieve across the current. In small overgrown streams fishing against the current will be your best bet. Let 
the lure float down with the current and then slowly retrieve it back, pausing it from time to time in “fishy” spots.

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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SPA - Spotted ParrotSIB - Silver Blue UVO - Ultraviolet Orange

SCS - Silver Chartreuse ShadRBL - Real BleakGT – Green TigerGS – Grey Silver

GFL – Green FluoGCS – Gold Chartreuse ShadBMB - Black Metallic Bleak GFF - Glowing Fluorescent Fish

WHACKY Lure type – crankbait 
In the Salmo offer since – 2012
Available size – 9, 12, 15 cm
Available version – floating
Available colours – 11
Recommended method of fishing – casting, trolling
Recommended for – zander, pike, seatrout, salmon, trout, 
landlocked salmon, ferox, walleye 

WHACKY is a unique twitchbait designed in cooperation with trolling masters from Finland. Because of the special weight 
distribution and original shape of the bill, this lure has truly unmatched and irregular action.
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Available version

F

retrieve speed: slow medium fast

UNIQUE WHACKY SWIMMING ACTION

model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning / trolling (m)

WY9 floating 9 5,5 Three – No. 8 0,20 / 0,10 0,7 / 2,5

WY12 floating 12 14 Three – No. 5 0,25 / 0,12 1,5 / 3,0

WY15 floating 15 28 Three – No. 2 0,28 / 0,18 1,5 / 5,4

How to fish it?

This wobbler was created for anglers who troll for species like zander, brown trout or lake trout. Its action is easy to 
control and depends from the speed of the boat. It is effective when trolled on its own and with additional weight or 
with downriggers. Despite the fact that WHACKY was designed mainly for trolling, it also proved to be effective during 
traditional casting. You can use it both in rivers with strong current and in stale waters. Its round bill with a unique profile 
gives this lure incredible action no matter what method you will choose. Just cast it out and right away you will notice 
how sensitive and unstable is WHACKY’s action, and how quickly it changes under different speeds. With slower speed its 
action is stable – ideal for cold water conditions. But when you increase the speed of your boat- the “personality” of this 
lure changes dramatically. Suddenly high frequency side wiggles are joined by irregular, elongated “S” shaped trajectory. 
This type of action is the result of using high buoyancy body and a unique round shaped bill. When WHACKY wiggles 
in the water, treble hooks hit the sides of the lure and generate additional noise, calling in predators from the distance. 

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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GT - Green TigerBS - Blue Silver HP - Hot Perch RH - Red Head

WHITEFISH Lure type - crankbait / twitchbait 
In the Salmo offer since - 1992
Available size - 13 cm
Available versions -  floating, deep runner, jointed, super deep runner
Available colours - 4
Recommended method of fishing - casting (twitching), trolling
Recommended for -  pike, wels catfish, zander, muskie, danube salmon

Salmo WHITEFISH is one of the pillars upon which the Salmo brand was built. It is responsible for countless 
trophies from many different species caught all over the world. Classic slim minnow shape and strong side-tail 
actions are two main features of this wobbler.
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model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning / trolling (m)

SW13F floating 13 20 Two - No.2 0,25 / 0,15 1,0 / 1,5

SW13DR floating 13 21 Two - No.2 0,25 / 0,15 2,0 / 3,0

SW13JF floating 13 18 Two - No.2 0,25 / 0,15 0,5 / 1,0

SW13JDR floating 13 19 Two - No.2 0,25 / 0,15 1,5 / 2,5

SW13SDR floating 13 22 Two - No.2 0,28 / 0,18 3,0 / 7,0

Available versions

F DR

JF JDR

SDR

How to fish it?

The best technique that has proven itself both in lakes and rivers is a slow, steady retrieve combined with gentle 
pulls. It is worth to note that twitching can be also very effective with Salmo WHITEFISH. It is perfect when the 
lure moves with short (ok. 0.5 – 0.8 m) jumps and slows down and pauses from time to time. WHITEFISH is also 
great for trolling by itself and with and additional weight placed 1m before the lure on a separate leader. 

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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JERKBAITS 
&

PULLBAITS
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FATSO

SLIDER
JACK

SWEEPER
WAVE
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RR - Real RoachRPH - Real Perch TT - Tinsel TownRHP - Real Hot PerchRD - Real Dace

GT - Green Tiger EP - Emerald Perch GS - Grey Silver HOR - Holographic RoachHOP - Holographic Perch

FATSO Lure type - pullbait
In the Salmo offer since - 2001
Available sizes - 10 and 14 cm
Available versions - floating and sinking
Available colours - 10 
Recommended method of fishing - casting, trolling
Recommended for - pike, muskie, zander, wels catfish

FATSO is a lure that opened entire new horizons for all trophy hunters out there. This lure is a unique hybrid of 
wobbler and jerkbait. At the first glance, a lazy action of this lure will remind you of a large spoon. However any 
skilled angler that tried using it as a twitchbait, jerkbait, wobbler or by trolling it behind a boat, will confirm what 
an amazing and lethal weapon it can be.
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Available versions

F ,S

model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning / trolling (m)

F10F floating 10 48 Two - No.1 0,30 / 0,20 0,8 / 1,2

F10S sinking 10 52 Two - No.1 0,30 / 0,20 1,2 / 2,0

F14F floating 14 85 Two - No.4/0 0,35 / 0,23 1,0 / 1,5

F14S sinking 14 115 Two - No.4/0 0,35 / 0,23 2,0 / 3,0

How to fish it?

FATSO can be retrieved in many ways. You can fish it actively with delicate pulls and jerks, with a steady retrieve 
or by fast or slow trolling. On the shallow 0.5 – 1m flats, fish it with a rod tip held high. In deeper spots lower the 
rod tip and apply slow, steady retrieve or a series of pulls. Sinking model is indispensable in deeper spots or during 
periods of low fish activity. Retrieve it as slowly as you can and apply frequent pauses. That is when FATSO falls 
down slowly but still wobbles and drives crazy even the laziest fish. Keep in mind to control the tension on the 
line so you won’t miss a strike. If you want to troll spots that are 2 – 4 m deep use floating FATSO without any 
additional weight. This method is especially effective in places where the depth varies. If you want to troll in places 
that are 4 – 15 m deep use additional 50 – 100 g weight.

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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RPE - Real PikeHPE - Hot Pike

JACK Lure type - jerkbait
In the Salmo offer since - 2001
Available size - 18 cm
Available versions - floating and sinking
Available colours - 2
Recommended method of fishing - casting
Recommended for - pike, muskie

Salmo JACK is a typical jerkbait and another lure that confirms Salmo’s mastery in imitating nature. Just take 
a look at this beauty! If you decide to use JACK more often, soon you will realize that there are not too many 
lures that can be as deadly in catching trophy predators. Try it out in the spring among newly emerging weeds, 
or in late fall in shallow flats where the weeds are dying off. Trust me you will be as surprised as the toothy 
monsters that will end up at the end of your line. 
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model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning / trolling (m)

J18F floating 18 60 Two - No.4/0 0,35 / 0,23 1,0 / 1,5

J18S sinking 18 70 Two - No.4/0 0,35 / 0,23 2,0 / 3,0

F, S

Available versions

How to fish it?

JACK is a typical jerkbait – it does not have any action of its own. Everything is in the hands of the angler. Floating 
version is best suited for fishing shallows in the spring (0.5 – 2 m). Keep the rod tip high and make short and quick 
jerks. After every pull make a short 1 – 2 sec pause. Pike following a lure usually strikes when the lure moves again 
after such pause. If you want to fish deeper - lower your rod tip to the water surface. With the sinking version you 
can fish spots that are 2 – 4m deep. Retrieving a sinking JACK should be a little different than the floating version. 
Use slower and longer pulls, and the pauses between them should be longer if you want to fish deeper. In reality 
1m of water is enough to fish with this lure effectively. If the spot is deeper, wait for the JACK to sink to the desired 
depth. Then engage it with the long pulls of your rod tip. 

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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RT - Red TigerRSH - Real Shiner TT - Tinsel Town WRPH - Wounded
Real Perch

WRGS - Wounded
Real Grey Shiner

SGH -  Silver Ghost

HPR - Holographic Psychedelic RoachHAPH - Holographic Albino Perch EP - Emerald PerchCB - Chartreuse Blue CYP - Clown Yellow Perch BBH -  Blue Back Herring

RR - Real RoachRPH - Real PerchRHP - Real Hot PerchRH - Red HeadRGS - Real Grey ShinerPE - Pike

GT - Green TigerGS - Grey SilverGFP - Gold Fluo Perch HGS - Holo Grey Shiner HOP -  Holographic PerchHGR -  Holographic Green Roach

PA - ParrotNAV - NavigateHOR - Holographic Roach HSH - Holo ShinerHRU - Holographic Rudd HSB -  Holographic Sun Burst

SLIDER Lure type - glider
In the Salmo offer since - 2003
Available sizes - 5, 6, 7, 10 and 12 cm
Available versions - floating and sinking
Available colours - 30
Recommended method of fishing - casting
Recommended for -  pike, muskie, zander, perch, bass, 

asp, wels catfish, golden dorado
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Available versions

F, S

model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning / trolling (m)

SD5F floating 5 6 Two - No.8 0,18 / 0,10 0,5 / 0,5

SD5S sinking 5 8 Two - No.8 0,18 / 0,10 1,0 / 0,5

SD6F floating 6 11 Two - No.6 0,20 / 0,12 0,5 / 0,5

SD6S sinking 6 13 Two - No.6 0,20 / 0,12 1,0 / 0,5

SD7F floating 7 17 Two - No.4 0,23 / 0,12 0,5 / 0,5

SD7S sinking 7 21 Two - No.4 0,23 / 0,12 1,0 / 0,5

SD10F floating 10 36 Two - No.1 0,30 / 0,20 1,0 / 1,0

SD10S sinking 10 46 Two - No.1 0,30 / 0,20 1,0 / 1,0

SD12F floating 12 60 Two - No.2/0 0,35 / 0,23 2,0 / 1,0

SD12S sinking 12 70 Two - No.2/0 0,35 / 0,23 2,0 / 1,0

How to fish it?
There are few basic techniques of fishing with the SLIDER. First one is a steady retrieve. Second – more classy – consists of a 
rhythmic pulls of a rod tip that generate this amazing action characteristic of all gliders – short jumps from left to right. Third 
one is a so called “technique of long pulls”. It consists of series of long sweeps with a rod tip. After each pull reel in the slack 
line. During that moment lure stops and gently flashes its sides. SLIDER’S main strength is that there is no wrong way to fish 
it. All retrieve techniques have proved to be effective! But what is crucial is choosing the right one for the circumstances. 
When the water is cold (2 – 5ºC) fish it very slowly – apply 3 sec pauses between each (gentle!) pull. Also use sinking model 
which works during the slow fall by “shimmying” its sides and driving huge predators crazy! With the increasing water 
temperature, also you should increase the speed of your retrieve. SLIDER is also perfect for shallow trolling. Cast it out 10 – 
30 m behind the boat, and while trolling keep rod in your hand and jerk it every few seconds. 

This first European glider is a legend on its own. It had received many awards and rave reviews from fishermen all over the world. 
You can honestly say that SLIDER began a new era among the artificial lures. Both the unique shape (till this day the most copied 
by other lure producers) and a fantastic, one-of-a-kind action will cast a spell over any predatory fish and angler alike.

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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RPE - Real PikeHP - Hot Perch RGS - Real Grey Shiner

TS - Turquoise ShadSCS - Silver Chartreuse Shad

SWEEPER Lure type - jerkbait
In the Salmo offer since - 2010
Available sizes - 10, 12, 14 and 17 cm
Available version - sinking
Available colours - 5
Recommended method of fishing - casting, trolling
Recommended for - pike, muskie, asp, peacock bass

Salmo SWEEPER belongs to a whole new generation of gliders. It glides further to the sides than typical lures of 
this kind while requiring less effort from the angler. SWEEPER’s wide glides and 180 degree turns also cause this 
lure to “shimmy” its sides, a little quirk that drives into frenzy any predator that is lurking nearby. Such unique 
action is possible due to unique shape and perfect balance of the lure’s body.
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model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning / trolling (m)

SE10 sinking 10 19 No.4 0,28 / 0,15 0,5

SE12 sinking 12 34 No.1 0,28 / 0,15 0,5

SE14 sinking 14 50 No.2/0 0,30 / 0,20 1

SE17 sinking 17 97 No.4/0 0,35 / 0,23 1

Available version

S

How to fish it?

When using the SWEEPER you are basically imitating a weak or wounded prey fish. It cannot swim straight but 
drifts from left to right. This kind of movement characterized by change of speed, stops and darts to the sides 
is literally screaming “easy dinner!” to every predator that is nearby. That is why SWEEPER is so effective. You 
can cast it and troll with it too. However with casting you will have a lot more control over the action of the 
lure. In order to make the SWEEPER perform its glides, combine strong pulls of the rod tip while reeling in the 
slack line at the same time. After each pull let the lure glide to the side. The frequency and amplitude of those 
glides can be controlled by frequency and strength of the pulls with the rod tip. SWEEPER is a slow sinking lure 
and its unique balance causes it to slightly wobble or “shimmy” during the pause after each glide. You need to 
pay attention especially during that moment because usually that is when most strikes occur. Always observe 
SWEEPER’s action. Usually it stays about 0.3 – 0.6 m below the surface – that is why it is also easy to observe the 
strikes. This is another attribute of this lure which makes it so much fun to fish with!

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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WAVE Lure type - swimming jig
In the Salmo offer since - 2017
Available sizes - 7 and 9 cm
Available version - sinking
Available colours - 8
Recommended method of fishing - casting
Recommended for - seabass, seatrout, asp

BRF - Black Red FishBGD - Black Gold GHBL - Gold Holo BleakHBL - Holo Bleak

HBSA - Holographic Blue SardineHPSA - Holographic Pink SardineLTB - Luminescent Tobias RBTB - Red Belly Tobias

If you hunt for predators that are feeding in shallows and require very long casts then Salmo WAVE is a lure for 
you! This original "swimming jig" was designed in consultation with anglers that fish for sea bass, sea trout and 
asp and it is definitely doing the job it was designed for. This is yet another example when our Salmo designers 
were able to create something simple but yet with so much potential to make even the seasoned pros stand in awe. 
WAVE is a sinking lure available in two sizes: 7 and 9cm. Perfect proportions of balance and weight make possible 
to throw this lure on huge distances and fish it effectively in places that are out of reach for other lures.  
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Available version

S

model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks* recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth
spinning (m)

WV7 sinking 7 14 One - No.6 0,20 / 0,10 variable

WV9 sinking 9 24 Two - No.4 0,25 / 0,15 variable

How to fish it?

WAVE works with all known spinning methods. It can be jerked or used like typical twitchbait or crankbait. Even 
the slightest twitch of the rod tip, cause this lure to move erratically and drives fish into frenzy! Very effective 
is a use of a "stop and go" technique, retrieve mixed with short pauses during which WAVE falls down very 
slowly and seductively flashes its sides. You can use it both in places that are 2-3 m deep, or on shallow reefs with 
submerged vegetation. If you increase the speed of the retrieve and raise your rod tip then you can make WAVE 
gently slide on the surface. It is a proven and very effective technique both for sea bass and asp!  

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
*Salmo Wave is available armed with fresh or saltwater hook.
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SURFACE LURES
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POP

SPITTIN' ROVER
ROVER
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BB - Baby Bass GMS - Gold Metallic ShinerCK - Carbon Killer SMS - Silver Metallic Shiner

WF - White FrogYPH - Yellow PerchSH - Shiner

POP Lure type - popper
In the Salmo offer since - 2001
Available size - 6 cm
Available version - floating
Available colours - 7
Recommended method of fishing - casting
Recommended for - bass, perch, pike, asp

This is a must have for anyone that hunts “surface” predators. The mix of perfect balance and construction of the 
POP is what gives this lure unique noise so characteristic to all poppers.
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Available version

F

How to fish it?

There are few ways of fishing with the POP. Which one you choose depends on the spot and fish’s activity. 
During the intense feeding activity you will achieve the best results with a fast and steady retrieve. POP will 
just slide across the surface causing fairly small disturbance. Second technique is rhythmic, energetic jerks. 
That is when the lure disturbs the water surface and makes gurgling noise. After every jerk, let the lure rest 
motionless on the surface for a few seconds. Then reel in the slack line and give it another jerk. POP should 
have fairly long 0.3 – 0.4m jumps. During a low feeding activity, use the third method. Retrieve this lure 
quickly and energetically with a series of short (0.1 – 0.3 m) jumps. Perform several such twitches and then 
leave POP lying motionless for 3 – 4 sec; then repeat from the beginning. Most often you will achieve best 
results when you will use the combination of all three techniques mentioned above.

model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth
spinning (m)

P6 floating 6 7 Two - No.5 0,22 / 0,12 surface

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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HBL - Holo BleakSIB - Silver Blue CBK - Chrome Black

HP - Hot Perch  PBO - Pearl Black Orange

ROVER Lure type - surface „walk the dog” lure (stickbait)
In the Salmo offer since - 2005
Available size - 7 cm
Available version - floating
Available colours - 5
Recommended method of fishing - casting
Recommended for - bass, perch, pike, asp

Salmo ROVER was constructed in cooperation with the best bass fishermen on North American continent. It is 
a unique popper/stickbait hybrid that also possesses additional “skills”. Construction and balance make fishing 
with this lure fun and easy. It is also worth to mention the incredible aerodynamic properties of the ROVER. 
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model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

mono / braided line (mm)
running depth
spinning (m)

RV7 floating 7 11 Two - No.5 0,22 / 0,12 surface

Available version

F

How to fish it?

SALMO ROVER is a surface lure that can be fished with all surface techniques available to this class of lures. 
Sliding it across the surface – or the so called “walk the dog” action is a piece of cake for ROVER! All you need 
are gentle twitches of the rod tip. But you can also fish it like a traditional popper. Sometimes the best results 
can be achieved by quick and steady retrieve across the water surface. Usually the most effective will be the 
combination of those three methods. In lakes and ponds use ROVER between cattails and over weedy flats. After 
making a cast, wait for a few seconds and retrieve it back with frequent stops every few meters.

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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HBL - Holo BleakSIB - Silver Blue CBK - Chrome Black

HP - Hot Perch  PBO - Pearl Black Orange

SPITTIN'
ROVER

Lure type - surface „prop” lure
In the Salmo offer since - 2005
Available size - 7 cm
Available version - floating
Available colours - 5
Recommended method of fishing - casting
Recommended for - bass, perch, pike, asp

It is another classic among the surface lures that was created in cooperation with the best bass anglers from across 
the pond. SPITTIN’ ROVER is extremely universal bait. It is a hybrid between popper and a prop lure. It flies very 
well and enables anglers to reach even those fish that are very far away.
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model version length (cm) weight (g) hooks recommended
mono / braided line (mm) running depth spinning (m)

SRV7 floating 7 11 Two - No.5 0,22 / 0,12 subsurface

Available version

F

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.

How to fish it?

You will achieve good results with any surface lure technique. However the most classic and probably most 
effective method are series of 0.3 - 0.5m long pulls mixed with short pauses so that SPITTIN’ ROVER will dive 
below the surface with a characteristic splash and then come back up. The lure’s turbine should create air bubbles 
under surface of the water.
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VERTICAL
LURES
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CHUBBY DARTER
ZIPPER
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RR - Real Roach RTS - Red Tail Shiner YD - Yellow Dace

HP - Hot PerchD - Dace GMO - Gold Metallic OrangeGYP - Gold Yellow Perch

CHUBBY
DARTER

Lure type - vertical lure
In the Salmo offer since - 2002
Available sizes - 3, 4, 5 cm
Available version - sinking
Available colours - 7
Recommended method of fishing - vertical jigging
Recommended for - perch, pike, zander, walleye, 
trout, crappie

From its introduction in 2002, the Chubby Darter remains the only vertical wobbler in the world. Designed for 
ice fishing, it works vertically whether or not it’s rising or falling. To achieve a proper control of the lure it’s very 
important to use the correct tackle.  A sensitive rod with that can be used as a strike indicator and the thinnest 
line available are the critical elements of the set-up. These allow you to use Chubby Darter features with maximum 
effectiveness and, quite simply, catch more fish! Offered in 3, 4, and 5 cm sizes.
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model version length (cm) weight (g) hooks recommended
mono / braided line (mm) running depth (m)

CD3 sinking 3 3,2 Two - No.14 0,12 / 0,06 variable

CD4 sinking 4 6 Two - No.10 0,14 / 0,06 variable

CD5 sinking 5 9 Two - No.8 0,18 / 0,08 variable

Available version

S

How to fish it? 

The Chubby Darter works well no matter how you raise and lower it but to stimulate the most predators we 
recommend lifts and drops of 60 cm. You should practise by observing the lure in clear, shallow water, or an 
aquarium, to find the optimum speed to get the best from the Chubby Darter; the lure should wobble strongly 
when both rising and falling. After each cycle you should pause, depending on the fish species and conditions, 
for between 2 and 10 seconds. Start fishing near the bottom and cover all depths back to the surface, shortening 
the line by 1 meter after each cycle. When the fish are not biting well we recommend adding an extra artificial 
(like a twister-tail) or natural (like an earthworm or small dead fish) baits on the belly treble, you could also 
replace the treble hook with a single. You can attach a bait hook on a short leader to the belly or rear hanger, 
this should be made of line a little thinner than the main line and be between 1 and 3 cm long. But it is often 
the case that simply adding a little artificial or natural attractor (like fish mucus or blood) will be enough to get 
wary fish to take the lure.

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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LRR - Luminescent Real RoachHP - Hot Perch

GMO - Gold Metallic Orange GT - Green Tiger GYP - Gold Yellow Perch

ZIPPER Lure type - vertical lure/crankbait
In the Salmo offer since - 2005
Available sizes - 4,5 cm 7,5 cm
Available version - sinking
Available colours - 5
Recommended method of fishing - casting, vertical jigging
Recommended for - walleye, zander, perch, bass, pike, ide

It is yet another Salmo lure that was created in cooperation with American bass anglers. Salmo ZIPPER – a novelty 
among the lipless crankbaits, creates more noise and vibration than any other lure of such kind. Our Salmo designers 
created a lure that enables angler to exert a perfect control over the action and the depth of the retrieve; and that is 
both during low and high speed.
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model version length (cm) weight (g) hooks recommended
mono / braided line (mm) running depth (m)

SZ4 sinking 4,5 9,5 Two - No.10 0,18 / 0,10 variable

SZ7 sinking 7,5 15 Two - No.5 0,25 / 0,15 variable

Available version

S

How to fish it?

Use ZIPPER in two ways: vertical jigging – under the ice or from the boat or by classic cast and retrieve method. 
In either case, keep in mind to avoid any slack in the line and utilize the possibilities of the lure’s rattles. That is 
why usually you will achieve the best results with quick and aggressive retrieve. In stale waters, let the lure hit the 
bottom so that it will create small mud clouds and call in hungry fish from far away. In rivers pull ZIPPER across 
the current, but stop the retrieve every once in a while. ZIPPER can also be used for trolling. Just like with the 
majority of lures, its effectiveness will be increased when you add regular pulls with the rod tip. 

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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SALTWATER
LURES
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SALTWATER
LURES

FATSO SX

SWEEPER SX

SLIDER SX

WARRIOR SX

WARRIOR CRANK SX

FREEDIVER SX

PERCH SX
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HBO - Holographic Bonito HRH - Holographic Red Head HMUL - Holographic Mullet

FATSO SX Lure type - pullbait
In the Salmo offer since - 2016
Available sizes - 14 cm
Available versions - sinking
Available colours - 3 
Recommended method of fishing - casting, trolling
Recommended for - giant trevally, barracuda, cubera snapper, 
spannish mackerel, jack crevalle
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* Fatso14S SX can be equipped on request with heavy duty VMC In-Line single hooks

How to fish it?

Fatso SX does not require any special skills. You can throw it very far and it is also very easy to fish. As a pullbait, it 
should be retrieved by a series of long, soft pulls. But even a steady retrieve is enough to generate action that drives 
sea predators mad. This lure is great both for casting and trolling under any speed.

Fatso is a typical pullbait- a hybrid of wobbler and jerkbait. Used in fresh water since the year 2000, it is responsible 
for countless caught trophies. It also proved its mettle during the first field tests in salt water. The model offered is 
14cm long and is a sinking version. Extra strong body, split rings and treble hooks make it possible to challenge 
even the largest sea monster of any species.

Available version

S

model version length (cm) weight (g) hooks* recommended
braided line (mm)

running depth
spinning / trolling (m)

F14S SX sinking 14 123 Two - No.4/0 0,40 2,0 / 1,0

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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HPSA - Holographic Pink Sardine HBSA - Holographic Blue Sardine HCSA - Holographic Chartreuse Sardine

BMM - Blue Metallic MackerelGMM - Green Metallic MackerelHRH - Holographic Red Head

FREEDIVER SX Lure type - crankbait
In the Salmo offer since - 2017
Available sizes - 12 cm
Available versions - super deep runner
Available colours - 6
Recommended method of fishing - trolling, casting
Recommended for - cod, pollock, bonito
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How to fish it?

We recommend this lure for trolling with the speeds 2 – 6 knots. Depending on the distance from the boat and the 
thickness of the line, FREEDIVER 12SDR SX can dive up to 8 – 9m. Long Cast System (LC) also make it possible 
to use your FREEDIVER for traditional casting when fishing over edges of the reefs and bottom slopes that go 
from 5 to 15m deep.

FREEDIVER 12SDR SX is a floating crankbait designed for extremely deep trolling. Its additional features are two 
rattle chambers that generate noise of two different frequencies and a Long Cast System. It is available in one 12 
cm size and is fitted with extra strong split rings and treble hooks Mustad KVD Dura Steel – resistant to salt water.  
All those features combined with attractive colors that are proven in saltwater fishing make this lure a true treat 
for any saltwater angler. 

model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks recommended

braided line (mm)
running depth

spinning / trolling (m)

FD12SDR SX floating 12 24 Three - No.4 0,30 / 0,20 5 / 9

Available version

SDR

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
*Salmo Freediver 12SDR SX is armed with ultra sharp Mustad KVD Dura Steel hooks.
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HWO - Holographic WahooSIB - Silver Blue HBO - Holographic Bonito

PERCH 14
SDR SX

Lure type - crankbait
In the Salmo offer since - 2017
Available size - 14 cm
Available versions - super deep runner
Available colours - 3
Recommended method of fishing - casting, trolling
Recommended for - wahoo, kingfish, barracuda, spanish 
mackerel, giant trevally, tuna
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How to fish it?

PERCH 14SDR SX is a lure designed for classic, ocean trolling. Its action is very strong and can be seen on the tip 
of the rod. We recommend a very stiff rod for this lure. With the boat speed of 4 – 6 knots and depending on the 
distance from the boat, this lure can dive up to 6 - 8m deep. 

This model is known from our freshwater offering for many years. But after being fitted with stronger split rings 
and corrosion resistant treble hooks, it turned out to be also perfect for saltwater game. In 2017 we will offer this 
lure in 14 cm size and a Super Deep Runner version. 

model version length
(cm)

weight
(g) hooks* recommended

braided line (mm)
running depth

trolling (m)

PH14SDR SX floating 14 61 Two - No.4/0 0,40 8

Available version

SDR

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
* Perch 14SDR SX can be equipped on request with heavy duty VMC In-Line single hooks
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HBO - Holographic BonitoHDO - Holographic Dorado

HRH - Holographic Red HeadHOBO - Holographic Orange Bonito

SLIDER SX Lure type - glider
In the Salmo offer since - 2016
Available sizes - 12 cm
Available versions - sinking
Available colours - 4
Recommended method of fishing - casting, trolling
Recommended for - giant trevally, barracuda, cubera 
snapper, spannish mackerel, jack crevalle 
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* Slider 12S SX can be equipped on request with heavy duty VMC In-Line single hooks

Available version

S

model version length (cm) weight (g) hooks* recommended
braided line (mm)

running depth
spinning / trolling (m)

SD12S SX sinking 12 79 Two - No.2/0 0,40 2,0 / 1,0

How to fish it?

SLIDER SX works perfectly both during a steady retrieve and during pauses. That is when it tempts fish by 
“shimmying” during a free fall. So cast it out as far as you can and fish it whatever way you like. Your Slider SX 
will call out from the depths the biggest sea monsters you have been dreaming about!

Salmo Slider is a legend on a world market of artificial lures. It became a part of a saltwater tribe in 2016 
and right away earned many fans. Perfect aerodynamics and attractive action with all retrieve techniques 
make Slider SX a lethal weapon for fish of all sizes an in any geographic location. In the saltwater version it is 
offered in one 12cm size and sinking version only. Extra strong construction, saltwater split rings and treble 
hooks make this lure something to be recommended to any Big Game fans!

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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c

HGM - Holographic Green MackerelHBM - Holographic Blue Mackerel HPM - Holographic Purple Mackerel

HMUL - Holographic Mullet HSAR - Holographic Sardine

SWEEPER SX Lure type - jerkbait
In the Salmo offer since - 2016
Available sizes - 14 and 17 cm
Available version - sinking
Available colours - 5
Recommended method of fishing - casting, trolling
Recommended for - giant trevally, barracuda, cubera snapper, 
spannish mackerel, jack crevalle
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c

model version length (cm) weight (g)* hooks* recommended
braided line (mm)

running depth
spinning / trolling (m)

SE14 SX sinking 14 63 Two - No.2/0 0,36 1

SE17 SX sinking 17 104 Two - No.4/0 0,40 1

Available version

S

* Sweeper SX can be equipped on request with heavy duty VMC® In-Line single hooks

How to fish it?

As a freshwater lure SWEEPER was designed for slow and finesse presentation. However in saltwater it is most 
effective during aggressive jerking or during a steady and very fast retrieve. SWEEPER SX glides to the sides even 
without the angler’s intervention and during pauses it slowly falls down and gently wobbles, constantly teasing 
predators to strike.

SWEEPER SX is a typical stickbait. Heavy weight, good aerodynamics and interesting action is what make it 
possible to use this lure in any conditions- cast it very far, even against the wind, and explore shallow reefs that 
are far away. SWEEPER SX is offered in two sizes – 14 and 17cm, sinking version. Extra strong construction, 
split rings and treble hooks is what make this lure ready for any sea monster out there.

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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HMUL - Holographic Mullet HPM - Holographic Purple Mackerel

HH - Holographic HerringHGM - Holographic Green Mackerel

WARRIOR SX Lure type - pullbait
In the Salmo offer since - 2016
Available sizes - 15 cm
Available versions - sinking
Available colours - 4 
Recommended method of fishing - casting, trolling
Recommended for - giant trevally, barracuda, cubera 
snapper, spannish mackerel, jack crevalle
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Available version

S

model version lenght (cm) weight (g) hooks* recommended
braided line

diving depth
spinning/trolling (m)

W15 SX sinking 15 85 Two - No.4/0 0,40 mm 2,0 / 1,0
* Warrior 15SX can be equipped on request with heavy duty VMC In-Line single hooks

How to fish it?

Excellent aerodynamics make WARRIOR SX excellent lure for fishing shallows and reefs that are deep anywhere 
from 0.5 to few meter deep. Fish it like any other pullbait with a series of long pulls while simultaneously reeling 
in the slack line. But oftentimes the most effective method is fast and steady retrieve mixed with few short pauses. 
WARRIOR SX is great both for casting and trolling with any speed.

WARRIOR SX belongs to the pullbait family. Although its action is not aggressive, it has no problem in calling out 
huge predators from large depths. Because it creates almost zero resistance during the retrieve, you can cast it for 
hours without getting tired. WARRIOR SX is offered in sinking version and 15cm size. Like all saltwater Salmo 
lures, it is fitted with extra strong and corrosion resistant split rings and treble hooks.

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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HMUL - Holographic Mullet HPM - Holographic Purple Mackerel

HGM - Holographic Green Mackerel HH - Holographic Herring

WARRIOR
CRANK SX

Lure type - pullbait
In the Salmo offer since - 2016
Available sizes - 15 cm
Available versions - sinking
Available colours - 4 
Recommended method of fishing - casting, trolling
Recommended for - giant trevally, barracuda, cubera 
snapper, spannish mackerel, jack crevalle
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Available version

S

model version length (cm) weight (g) hooks* recommended braided line (mm) running depth
spinning / trolling (m)

W15CS SX sinking 15 81 Two - No.4/0 0,40 2,0 / 2,5

* Warrior 15CS SX can be equipped on request with heavy duty VMC In-Line single hooks

How to fish it?

WARRIOR CRANK SX can be fished in many ways. You can use a classical twitching - a series of short pulls and 
pauses or a fast and steady retrieve. Use either one of them depending on the conditions and the activity level of 
the fish. This lure is also excellent choice for trolling.

This lure belongs to the twitchbait family. It is characterized by narrow and flashy action with regular side 
wobbles. WARRIOR CRANK SX can be thrown very far and despite the fact that it is sinking it can still be 
easily retrieved very shallow. It is 15cm long and is available only in sinking version. Excellent aerodynamics, 
extra strong construction and corrosion resistant treble hooks are things that make this lure a treat for any 
saltwater angler.

For additional details regarding model and colour availability, please refer to our order form.
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KEY RING BULLHEAD

KEY RING PIKE KEY RING BASS BUG

KEY RING SLIDER 5 (Custom project)

SALMO RULER (BOAT STICKER)

STICKER BLUE (40/30 cm)

SALMO DISPLAY (BOX, 20 PEGS)

SALMO DISPLAY (CUSTOM PROJECT)

SALMO DISPLAY (FLAT, 35 OR 50 PEGS)

SALMO DISPLAY
RECOMMENDED BY PRO TEAM

SALMO DISPLAY
SIGNATURE SERIES

SALMO FLAG 150 cm x 100 cm
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SALMO PATCH

SALMO STICKER (12 cm)

SALMO BAG

BOAT STICKERS: 
WHITE, GOLD, BLACK (34/26 cm)

• Warm, thick jumper
• Hood with stand-up collar
• Zippered hand pockets
• Elastic rib
• Fleece inside brushed
• Caption on the right sleeve: 
www.salmo.com.pl
• Embroidered Salmo chest logo
• Colour: Black
• Men's body size: M, L, XL, XXL

SALMO PERFORMANCE 
LONG SLEEVE FISHING SHIRT

• 100% Polyester
• Lightweight (140g/m2)highly breathable fabric
• Moisture wicking / Quick Drying material
• Long effective odour-resistance 
• UV protection
• Sublimated graphic
• Half-zip YKK
• Premium quality fit and finish 
• Men's body size: M, L, XL, XXL

• 100% polyester 300 g Fleece
• Zippered hand pockets
• Inner chest zipper pocket
• Stand collar with zip-away hood
• Mesh lining
•  Superior warmth, breathability and moisture wicking 

properties
• Works well as either a layering piece or as outerwear
• Embroidered SALMO chest and large back logo
• Colour: Grey/Green
• Men's body size: M, L, XL, XXL

SALMO ZIP HOODED
SWEATSHIRT 

SALMO FLEECE JACKET

1

2

3

4

Salmo winter hat

5

CAPS
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Long Cast (LC)

Salmo Infinity Cast System (SICS)

Rattle

“Thru-Wire” Construction

Ultrasonic Body Welding (UBW)

Salmo High Impact Plastic (HIP)

Salmo High Density Space-age Foam (HDSF)

Polycarbonate, unbreakable lip construction 

3D EYE

Fluorescent

Luminescence – Glow in the Dark (GD)

Metallic

True Image Technology (TIT)

Holographic Feature Technology (HFT) 

UV Paint

Ultra Violet Finish – UV Blast!

Mustad KVD

VMC 

VMC Permasteel 
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